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A complete analysis of a story's structure must rely on more

than a simple grammar of story components; it requires a

considerat oof the characters' plans as they are stated or

-implied,in.the story. Furthermore, it must be recognized that

these plans are characters' beliefs, and that beliefs about

*interactions among plans are crucial detenminants lf a story's

structure. A notation system for representing interacting plans

is presented here 'land applied to a simple children's tale about

a fox and a rooster. Vaeioui phenomena that appear in this

story are described. For example, a oharacter in conflict with

another may try to cJnceal his or her reaL plans or try to
41
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deceive the other character into acting in a way that serves his

or her own interest dtk-the other's expense. A character may

thus construct a plan that is intended to be believed by the

Other, but ls.not actually carried out. Such a virtual plan

plays a central role in the fox and rooster story and is common

In otherstories in which characters interact.

I.
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.71). story may be the most powerful way to communicate

an tdea. An artful recounting of events not only reveals much
a

about the people involved, but also triggers pneralizations

.thit reach far beyomil the story itself. It is not surprising

then that numerous'theories have arisen to expliin the structure

of stories and how people understand them.

This paper is concerned with the processes of story..

comprehensioa, in particuli,r, with the use of structured
0

knowledge in building an interpretation of a story. Since the.

apprlach taken here differs significantly from what has

traditionally.fallen under the label "analysis of the structure

of narratives" it may be useful tO show how it fits into a

scheme of wayi to study narratives.

The most popular aproach to analysis of narrative

structure in current psychology research literature fs the story

grammar approach. Using this approach researchers observe that

the setting of a story is usually in the beginning, that

episodes within the story themselves have internal structure,

and 30 on.
io This is exemplified by (among many )thers) Propp

(1950 in his analysis of Russian folk tales, and more recently

by the work of cognitive,psychologists such as Rumelhart (1975),

Mandler and Johnson (1977), Sutton-Smith, Botvin, and Mahoney

(1976); Stein and Glenn (1978), and Thorndyke (1977). Glossing-

over, for the moment, important differences in structural
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analyses of this sort, we can say that they do capta important

regularitiei in story structure. For example, they can be used

to describe d4fferetitoes in the folk tales of different eta/tures,

4 t

or to describe developmental levels of story understanding.
. '14 " 4.

What.a story gramma/ approach fails to cal)tue'is the fact

that episodic structure is typically produced by interactions

amoag characters attempting to achieve goals. Any.purely
r"

syntactic approach, which 'ignores the effect of chaacters in
0

the story as active agents, will necessurill be incomplete in

its account of the story's structure. Specifically, it will

miss the underlying connections among syntactic units of the

story. .1

We are thus led to a second approach to the analysis of

story structure, one which analyzes characters' goals and plans.

Sine( we can never know what is in a.character's mind, we must

infer plans on the basis of the character's actions, statements,

and whatever insight the author allows us into his or her. mind.

Research on plans in stories (e.g., Wilensky, 1978; Schank &

Abelson, 1977; Bruce,,1975, in press) has moved towards

elaboration f the knowledge about plans and goals that a

character'could be presumed to have in a given situation. This

study may lead to a partial explanation for the,types of

structures that emerge from a stoiy grammar.
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An analysis of characters' plans and goals is itseff
,

, .

incomplete unless it incorporates an analysis of the social
A

situation in which these plans arise. We cannot assume that a .

character, acts out of the context of other Opiracters' actions.

Their actiOns may hid!) or hinder pr even be the target of the

first character. A character must plan and act with the

understlnding that the, other characters are also purposeful

creature4 whose plans will likely interact with his or her own.

-Recognition of.the interdependencies among Plans leads us as

anaivers of story structure to posit notioni such as social
4

episode *o represent the interactions along

cooperation and conflict.

But we must go still further. NO one has direct access to

the true plan of another but can only hypothesize on the basis

of the other's actkons. In order to plan,,each character must

8 form a model of the plans of the other.characters: We must have

a way to represent characters' beliefs about each others' plans

and to show how their beliefs affect their plans.

Finally, any character can realize that other chs-acters

. are not only active planners, but also active interpreters of

the interactive situation. He or she can then perform actions

to influence or discover the beliefs of others. What a

character believes that another believes can be crucial to the

structure of a story. Since beliefs can be about beliefs, we
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can have nested or recursive propositions such.as A believes

that B believes.that A believes P (see Cohen, .1978).. This makes
A

possible things such as virtualpans, e.g.., a plan that P
.t

..:intends for,Q to believe that P has, but thatP does not intend

to carry oilt.

The facts that'plans of characters in stories'are

interOpendent, that actions are Desed on beliefs, and that

beliefs are recursive lead to our third apprmach. The Analysis

of interacting or social plans (as in Bruce & Newman, 178) thus

becomes necessary.for.the complete analysis of story structure.
CO

This paper discusses such an approach and applies it in the

analysis of a. simple cliildren's story.

The first section below gives a brief overvlew of the basic

concepts and the notation system to be used. It also introduces

the problem of embedding: how are beliefs abcJut plans and other

:beliefs used in forming new plans? This leads into a discussion

of different belief spaces and deception adlong characters. The

iubsequent section is an application of an interacting plans

analysis t) a portion of a simple children's story. Following

that is a discussion of the role of differences in beliefs and

expectations in the perception of interaJting plans. In

particular, the notion of a critical belief is introduced to

account for major differences among readers in their

understanding of a Story. The next section discussos
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limitations of this approach. The final section concludes b.,

suggesting some relations between story understanding and story

analysis.

Basic Concepts(1)

The representation of.interacting plans involves the use of

a set of symbols within Ga space, known as a belief space, that

represents one character's Model of the interactive Situation.

The, plans that are represented are those of the target character .

and those that the target character believes that the other

character is carrying out or intending to carry mit. ,Sepnrate

models are required in the analysis to represent the points of

view of other characters. WIthin one character's model of the

situation there maybe a mutual belief space. Any fact falling

within tilis space is believed by the tsrget character tO be.

shared with the other character.

Figure 1 shows a schematic belief space organization for
4

one character's point of view in the story to be discussed in

detail In the next section. The areas of the diagram represent

different belief spaces for that character. For example, the

area "rooSter's real plaeicontain; beliefs of the rooster that

(1) The discussion to follow assumes a two character narrative;
the notation can be generalized for more characters.4 A full
catalogue of the elements and other detailS of the notation
system can be found in Bruce and Newman (1978).

41%

.
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he/believes are not known to the other character (thefox). The .

.r area labelled "fox's real plan" contains beliefs of Uke rooster-,

about the fox's beliefs.. The shaded area In the middle contains

beliefs that the rooster believes are shared, or mutually

P.

believed.

~mut
Re HIETEAVE0 PLAN

_dP
Fox Thou 'Roosts s Rau

,v

Pox* REAL MX'S COINCONIII Rootrees
PLAN PRETPINV PLAN ANIMAL B&W.. REAL PLAN

4.

Fig. 1. Belief spaces of the rooster, showing that the
rooster needs to separate his beliefs, the fog's belietl, and
their shared beliefs.

Anqimportant type of mutual belief space is the social
0

episode. It represents a social activity in which both

participants have ct'isen to maintain a role. A charagoter's role

includes the actions that the particular character (say, P)

expects to perform,, and which P believes that the other

character expects P to perform. The role also includes the

4.
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intentions that the other character could reatonably
.

P's actions given the.assqmption that they are-cooperating.. In

the representation of a .story-in which there are no conflicting'.

plans, a character's.model of the situation can be represented

entirely within such a mutnal belief space. When conflicting

goals and deception' are perceived by the character, his or

her model of the situation will*show_beliefs.outside of the.

mutuil.beliespace. 4

Returning to yigure 1, we oan'see that the central arca is

a mutual belief space. In fact, it is also a social episode

space; it contains beliefs of the partioipants that they are :.

engaged in a soclal interaction with prescribed roles. Notice

.4
that.the area.is divided.by a dashed llne se'parating the roles

of the two characters. If there were no deception in the story,

tilen the social episode from the rooster's point of view wouid

coincid, with the social episode from the.fox's point of view.

We could then speak of their coinciding_ mutual beliefs and*

discuss the story without reference to their fespective Oivate

beliefs. In fact, even where deception is involved, there ce

usually many coinciding mutual bel!efs, e.g., that both ,parties

are physically present, that certain utterances have been made,

that certain physical states hold. In Figure 1, such truly

shared beliefs are contained in the area of coinciding mutual

beliefs. Most of the subsequent discussion, however, will focus

1 0

c
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on non-coincidigg belieft,'i.tp., !reliefs that comprise the real
N % 'w

and'pretended plans oi the.characters.

The dalcription of interacting plans ultimately rosts upon
r. 0

two basic types of entities, states, represented by ovals, and

acts', represenuted by-rectangles (see Figure 2 for examples).,.

Acts and states pan be either -aimple.?dr 221E1EL (intesnally
IN

structured). While simple states.anu acts are represented as

primitive.in a particular.diagram, there is no assumption of an

absolute, primitive level. Instead, we choose a level of

representation appropriate fqr the context olf a giyen plan.

Comylex states are represented by an embedding of a state oval
0

V

in a larger oval indicating: that a character.believes (13) that

N
'the state holds., that a character intends to maintain (M) the

state, or that a charaoter intends to achieve (A) the state.

The ell;bedded state may be a oomplex state, thus we might have.a

stite representing P's intention to achieve the state of p's

intending to maintain some state (see ekumple in Figure 2).

Complex 4cts are formed from simple (or complex)racts in

patterns of.various sorts, .Such'as enabling chains, i.e., each "

"act in the chain enabl.es the doing of the subsequenl. act.

Tags are used to mark the temporal, or the
u

4.
real-hypothetical status of the states and acts. For example,

in'a sUbsequent figure temporal tags are used to order the acts

in an episode. There can also be various relations among .
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states and acts (shown as labelled arrows). Some important

relations are shown in Figure 2: "Specifkes" indicates that a

general intention generates a more specific intention; "By Means
A.

, of!' indicates that,an intention is girried out by an actl
at

"Produars" indicates that a state tor states) causes another

state; and "Hbs Effect" indicates that'an act has a given state'

t 4

rdo

as its putcome.

Fig Initiation of a social episode. P and Q are the two
participants in the sociar episode. The embedded ovals
repesent Antentions to achieve (A) or to maintain (M) some
'state, inciuding, possibly, some other intention. The square
boi represents the utterarr.te P uses to initiate the episode. 04mi a a Ir
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It should be emphasized that acts, states, tags, and

relations are the target character's coaeption of aspects of

the environment. This requirement lays the foundation for

different levels of characterization of the same event:\ People

respond to their conception of'another's actions. Miamached

conceptions may Lotid to conflicts, or may be the result of t

deception.

fOrte of the findings.of.our interacting plans analysis is a

set of configurations built out of the stater. Acts, and

relations. Each %Jonfiguration is a generalize- A taken from
%

analyses of Aocial interactions in stories or recorded.

dialogues. To ililustrate, one important configuration is the

initiation of a social episode, as shown in' Figure 2. The

Oisode is labelled in. the sta node at the top. The

-intentions and actions which constitute the roles of the two

characters (P and Q) are differentiated by a dashed line

dividing the mutual belief.apace. A social episode can be said

to commence when the two (or more) participants each have the

intention to maintain the episode. Typically, an episode is

initiated by means f a Jpeech act, e.g., P says, "Let's do

" When successful, the initiation produces an intention in

the hearer, in this case, Q, to maintain the episode. Q's

intention, plus P's corresponding intention, establishes the

existence of the episode. This in turn implies a new belief
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space, namely, a set of beliefs shared between tile participants.

'One of these beliefs is that tpe initiation act is precisely

that: an act to create the,mutual belief space in which it

resides.. ol

Given the elements for representing basic plans, i.e.,

states, acts, tags, and relations, plus the catalog of

configurations, plus the.facility for representing multiple

embedded beliefopaces, we can begin to describe the more

involved aspects c^ ,nteracting plans. One of these higher

level constructs is theyirtual plan. This is a plan that one

character (say, P) constructs and attempts to get another

character.(Q) to believe. It is indistinguishable froM a real

'plan except that P intends for Q to believe the plan while P

does not believe it. In most cases, parts of the virtual plan

are identical with parts of a real plan; P really intends to

carry them out, but the plan as a whole, or critical parts of

it, are not real. Virtual plans thus lay the foundation nor

-deception, a surprisingly common aspect of stories in which

characters interact. Double deception occurs when a character

pretends to be deceived; parallel deception when each character

addresses a virtual plan to the other, as in O'Henry's "The Gift

of the Magi."
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The Storx

The principal features of the interacting plans.approach

can be seen in the analysis of a simple children's story, here,

the story of a fox and a rooster (adapted from Firman & Maltby,

1918):

THE FOX AND THE ROOSTER

1. Once a dog and a rooster went into the woods.
2. ,Soon it giew dark.
3. The rooster said, "Let us stay here all night. I will sleep

in this tree-top. You can sleep in the hollow trunk."
4. "Very well," said the dog.
5. So the dog and the rooster went to sleep.,
6. In the morning the rooster began to crow, "Cock-a-doodle-do!

Cock-a4doodle-do!"
7. Mr. Fox heard him crow.
8. He said, "That is a rooster crowing. He must be lost in the

woods. I'will'eat him for my breakfast."
9. Soon Mr. Fox saw the rooster in the tree-top.
10. He said to himself, "Hs! ha! Ha! ha! What a fine breakfast

I shall havel I must make him come down from the tree. Ha!
ha! Ha! ha!"

11. So he said to the rooster, "What a fine rooster you are!
,How well you sing! Will you come to my house for
breakfast?"

12. The rooster said, "Yes, thank you, I will come, if my friend
May come, too."

13. "Oh yes," said the fox. "I will ask your friend. Where is
he?"

14. The rooster said, "My friend is in this hollow tree. He is
asleep. You must wake him"

15. 'Mr. Fox said to himself, "Ha!
for my breakfast!"

ha! I shall have two roosters

16. So he put his head into the hollow tree.
17. Then he said, "Will you come to my house for breakfast?"
18. gut jumped the dog and caught Mr. Fox by the nose.
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.We will examine the portion of the story (lines 8 through

15) wherein the fox attemptis to lure the rooster down from the

tree. There are.threelevels to the analysis. First, there is

the surface interaction -- two characters'arranging a social

engagement. Second, there is the fox s real plan, in which he

makes use of familiar social conventions to attain his ulterior:

goals. Thlrd, ther'e is the rooster's real plan, a double

deception; which plays upon both the conventiónal plan and the

'4fox s poorly hidden plan. In the prcess of considering these

diffeAnt levels of plans (and beliefs about plans) we need to

observe the *structure of the plans, blut more importartly, how

the various plans interact.

The Surface Interaction

.In nearly every interesting story there are interactions

among characters occurring at multiple'levels. An analysis of

story structure should reflect the different levels of

interaction, partly because each level may *be important by

itself to an understanding of the story, but also because

characters can use shared understandings at one level to achieve

goals at a deeper level.

In our example story, *the fox uses a shared understanding

about the social conventions surrounding the breakfast

invitation to mask his real plan to devour the rooster.
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'Similarly, the rooster relies on those shared beliefs to mask

his real plan (to stay alive) and to pretend to be deceived.

Thus, while the surface level interaction "having breakfast

together" is a goal of neither the fox nor the rooster, we need

to understand what etch of the protagonists believes about the

interaction in order to see.the form of their real plans.

The surface level interaction is important in another

sense. In order for a character to carry Put one plan while

appearing to do another, he or she must ensure that the virtual

plan mimics ordinary social reality as closely as possible. Our

study of a.virtual plan thus becomes.a study of the forms of

ordinary social interaction. Most of the comments on the form

of a virtual plan will necessarily extend to general social

interaction.

In "The Fox and the Rooster," much of the interaction is

built around the "breakfast" episode. As mentioned above, this

episode is never accomplished and never intended to be

accomplished by either participant, but if it were carried out,

it would have the form as shown in Figure 3. On the left side
40

are the fox's actions: inviting,, going home, and having

breakfast. On the right side.are the rooster's: accepting the

invitation, leaving the tree, going to the fox's house, and then

also eating breakfast. The empty slot indicates that the role

of the rooster could have been filled by any character; that is,
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the fox is initiating what should be a familiar pattern of

social interaction, inviting someone to share a meal. Invoking

this plan simplifies the fox's interaction. with the rooster. He

needs only to say, "Will you come to my house for breakfast?",

in order to call up in the rooster (and thus communicate) the

appropriate sequence of actions, beliefs, and role

characterist4c4 for the Aomplex activity of sharing breakfast.

-1
F EAT

I BREAKFAST
lwrm I

Fig. 3. the ordinary breakfast plan. Each box represents
an act to be performed by either the fox (F) or the guest.
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That the fox!s plan is succeeding (in his view of the

world) is partly confirmed When the rooster.says, "Yes, thank

you, I will comeo.if my friend may come, too." This shows

firtt, that the roostee la responding in an episode .appropriate

way, and secomiv that he is suggesting a modification to the

episode that is compatible with its detailed structUre. In

Figure 4, we.can see that the rooster has, by his utterance, put

himself in the "someone" slot and then altered the episode to

include his friend. The :episode.shown.in Figure 4 is simply an

elaboration of that shown in Figure 3. The rooster does not

appear to d4.sturb the fox's basic plan. In particular, he does,

not disturb the outcome desired by the fox,- i.e.,..;"R wi.th F" (1#

roosterwith.fox).

In the figure, all the boxes except one are dashed,

indicating that those acts are not intended to oe executed. The

one box labeled " leave tree" and the oval labeled "

with F" are solid, indicating that the act of leaving the tree

in order to be with the fox is .part of the fox's real plan. *In

fact, this act is part of both his real plan and his virtual

plan. The virtual plan is constructed around it to make it

appear less dangerous than it really is.

Figures 3 and 4 show only the actions to be performed by

the participirts in the breakfast episode. They do not show

either their intentions or the changing state of the world while

:
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they are doing thtse actions. This pictorial simplification was

done to highlight the sequence of (virtual) actions. In

subsuquent diagrams' we will need to look more closely at the

specific intentiong of the fox, and then the rooster, for' the

story 0101/1131 not by the virtual actions, nor even by the real

actions alone, but by the conflicting intentions of the

.characters.

r--
F EAT

I IIREAKFM
1111rfIC_Ja_

111114WW11.111MOMMIOM%
-

AccEpt
1, v-w-011 I 1 isvnimoN

1

, am"
F AGREE To i I I (MEND>
(FRIEND)'s I I I CAN COME

I COMING I. I 66."

..... air I

I F INITIATE
SREAKFAST I I

WITH <FRIEND) I I

I

I

F 00 NOW I I SO TO
I I..... ..J17 L. re "3USE jtv

r-
1 r EAT 1

EAT
BREAKFAST.J L Jt

I R ErI
SNEWAST

L WITFIL

Fig. 4. The breakfast plan as modified by the rooster. The
subscripts mark the temporal order for the acts. 'In the fox's
real plan only acts tl through t6 are expected to be done, in
the rooster's realplan only acts tl through t5 are expected.

20
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T e Fox's Plan: Deception

The fox wants to have a breakfast, not with the rooster,

but'of the rooster. As one ten year old explained, "He's going

. to the breakfast!" How does the fox get the rooster to

cooperate and coie down from the tree? His plan is simple: make

the rooster.believe that the fox is friendly and that it is all

right to engage in an ordinary social interaction with him.' The

ordinary social interactAon plan will be virtual, since the fox

never intends to carry'it out; his real plantis to eat the

rooster.

. Since the 'fox is being deceptivelhe has bOth real and

virtual intentions. A diagram of his beliefs shows two complete

. plans, one real and one virtual, such, that the.real plan can be

'overlaid on the virtual plan, matching at crucial points.

Figure 5 is 'a simplified sketch of such an overlay. Intentions

shown in the figure are in solid lines if they are Part of the

real plan, and in dashed lines if they are only in the virtual

plan.

In the figure, higher or more general intentions are on the

left, specifying other intentiors as one scans to the right.

The "Speciftes" relation holds between the general and the more

specific intentions. The dashed vertical line separates the

foX's role in the episode from the ,00ster's. Thus the states,

"rooster believes fox is friendly," ard "rooster intends to
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maintain role in episode" are.stiown to the right of the line.

Each of the-other embedded ovals-represents an intention of the

spot dos

(;:fi.`ft%%
tAttrcitit1) i'741" 411*

.Z(Irlt,:t111
t

fA *Ot4lf4S?
*

ft)2
COlosooart nflOstr*

to. 1$ riii1NOLv

ntl**JAM ft*
t. *Jo er.44s Ji

ft.* t..Aftc
ROCITIA.

-414 (1143 %II

I ",4 vA,tf4
**A ht$00F

4is outaot
Rat atFASt t*Sel*

Pla volt
0011114 CO*

Fig. 5. The Fox's real plan. This is at. overlay of the
fox's .real plan (in solid lines) and his virtual plan (in dashed
lines). ,The embedded ovals represent intentions to achieve (A)

a state, Intentions to maintain (M) a state, or beliefs (B).
The vertical dashed line separates the fox's (F) role in the
episode from the rooster's (R).

Reading frOm loft to right, we see that the fox's intention

to have the rooster for breakfast can be achieved if che rooster

is near. This specifies an intention to have the rooster near,

which, in turn, specifies another intention, to get the mister -

to want to eat with the fox. 'This intention to create an

eS
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intention conveniently happens to be one which is specified by

the highest level virtual intention (shown in dashed lines at

the far left), namely, that the fox and rooster will eat

together.

The coincidence of the realand the virtual plans means

that henceforth most of the more specific intentions can serve

dual role; ite., by furthering the virtual plan they

automatically fiirther the real plan. For example, it id

appropriate to both the (virtual) breakfast plan and to tha

(real) eating-rooster plan to invoe a str'iktegy of the following

form (cf. Figure 5):

41
A PERSUASION STRATEGY

3

If youpwant to get person P to do A, then

(1) convince P that you are friendly, and

(2) either

(a) ask P to do A, or

(b) ask P to do.a, where A is a sub-plan of B

For the virtual plar, the aut, A. is "eat breakfast with fox."

For the real plan, is "leave tree" and B is "eat breakfast

wi.h fox" (as in Figures 3 and 4). To fulfill the virtual plan,

*the fox needs to convince the rooster that he is friendly.

Since his real plan depends upon fulfillment of the virtual
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convincinkthe rooster that he As friendly also helps to

fulfill the real plan. Note however, thai.one intention for the

fox, namery, maintatning his role in ttie episode, must remain

simply virtual and not serve a dual role.
h.
The fox's plan is thus a two leVel interacting plan. At

one level he appears to be carrying out the ordinary interaction

of inviting someone to breakfast. At a deeper level, he is

using the same actions to fulfill his real goal of eating the

rooster. These two levels can be explained as existing

simultaneously, but in different belief spaces. The breakfast

episode, i.e., the ordinary interaction which has a virtual

status, 1â in a mutual belief space. The fox believes that the

rooster believes that the episode is legitimate and fully

shared. The fox's real plan is, however, (so he believes) known

only to himself.

The Rooster's Plan: Double Deception

The rooster does not want to be breakfast. In fact, he

probably does not even want to have breakfast with the fox. On

the other hand, we may assume that the rooster foresees that a

simple refusal on his part will simply force the fox to try

another plan. To get rid of the.fox permanently ithe Toaster

must pretend to be foolea.

:

2 1-
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Figure 6 shows ihe rooster's real plan. It is simple in

terms of the number of intentions, but qulte complex in terms of

its embedded structure. In. this case, the highest leVel

intentiOns are on the right and we read from right to left. One

might imagine a giant diagram incc;rporating Figures 3-6 in which

the fox's intentiodt domeifrom the left side of the page towards

the middle and.the rooster'S come from the right towards the
4

middle. Across the dashed line separating their plans we cap

see the evidence Of conflict. In fact there ?need to be two such

diagrams, one for the rooster's point of view and one for the

fox's. In this section we focus on the rooster's plan as he

knows it.

The rooste-rcimopder to get rid of the fox, muit get the

fox to medify his-plan. But the modification cannot be in terms

of the fox's real plan, becauie the rooster is not supposed to

know about that (.although he clearly does). Thus the rooster

must.make the fox modifi the surface (virtual). plan in such a

way that the real plan will be foiled, all without the fox's

suspecting.
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ROOSTER CONVINCE
FOX THAT ROOSTER

IS 31.44381.1

RKSTER CONVINCE
FOX THAT (FRIEND)

WOULD OE GULLIBLE, TOO

ROOSTER MET FOX
TO TRY DECEPTION

ON (FRIEND)

ROOSTER GET FOX
TO WANT 10

EAT ( FRIEND )

01

ROOSTER GET ThD .

OF FOX

Fig. 6. The rboster's real plan. The ooster (R) IrS

attempting 'a complex deception on the fox (F), whiCh relies on a
difference in beliefs about'the identity of <FRIEND>.

The rooster develops his plan thro.ugh the inVolvement of a

4nird character, the dog, but for our purposes here we can

consider the clog'to be outside of the interactive situation. In

fact, one can assume that thd dog knows/nothing and bites the.

fox solely in response to being awakened. To get the dog

involved, the rooster needs to get the fox to see an advantage.

for himself in including the dog. Because the rooster

presumably believes that foxes know that dogs are their enemies,

he cannot even suggest,that the dog is present. Instead, he
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refers to the dog as his "friend," allowing the fox to believe

that the4friend 4s another rooster. The fox can then fall into

the trap (401gfeed, believingthat the plan that is apparently
J°

working on rooster number one' will work as well on rooster

number two.

In Figure 6, we see that the.rooster's intentions are

actually intentions to create intentions in the fox, e.g., get

the fox to-want. to eat "friend," then get the fox to want to try.

the beeakfast plan on "'friend.", Conveniently for the rooster,

he can suggest modifications in the'fox's basic deceptive plan

by the same actions (LAtIrance) he uses. to post as one,deceived
.

,by'the fox's.plan. Thus,, the rooster is practicing deception on

the fox, just as the fox attempts to on the"rooster, but he also
.

practices"a double deception in *that -he leads the fox to believe

that the rooster hasISeen deceived..4

Structure in Terms of Belief. Speca

Consideration of the plans of the characters in even the

simple'story of the fox and the rooster shows that plans cannot

be viewed solely as tree.or graph diagrams relating acts,

states, intentions, and so on. Instead, they must be seen as

belief structures that.relate to other belief structures. In

every story, a character's plan has to be considered as part of

that character's beliefs, or.part of another character's beliefs.-
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about the first character's beliefs,,or part of some other

belief space. In fact, we can understand much of a story's

structure by the belief space organization without Werring to

the detailed dtructure (of acts and states) that is Usually

considered to be the analysis of a plan.

Let us return to look at'Figure 1 for part of the belief

space organization of "The Pox and the Rooster." The diagram

represents what we assume that the rooster believes (R8). A

similar, but itinpler, diagr* would be needed for the fox (FB).

The innermost part of the diagram, labelled "coinciding mutual

belief".contains beliefs shared by the rooster and the fox and.

known by each to be shared. This includes the part of the

breakfast° episode that is not virtual, for example, the mutual

awareness that particular utterance acts have occurred. If)
A

there were no deception in the .dtory, then this would be the

complete belief space organization. The two boxes, labeled

"fox's pretended plan" and "rooster's pretended plan," hold

those parts of the breakfast episode that are virtual, e.g.,

that the fox intepds,to serve breakfast to.the rooiter, or that

the rooster intends to leave the tree. Notice that if this were

diagram of the fox's beliefs, we would not have a "rooster's

pretended plan."

To the left of "coinciding mutual belief" is thq fox's real

plan, as it is known to the rooster. The rooster might reason

2 8
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as follows: Because the fox thinks he is succeeding in his

deception, his real plan is id his direct beliefs (FB) but not

%in what he believes the rooster believes about him (FBRBFB).

Because the foxls deception fails, these beliefs are in fact in

RBFB4 i.e., the rooster knows the plan, and since the rooster

thinks the fox thinks he has fooled the rooster, the plan is not

in RBFBRBFB, i.e., the rooster believes that the fox believes

that the rooster-does not know the fox's 'real plan. To the

right is the rooster's real plan, the double deception.. Since

his plan works, these beliefs are only in '11B (and not in FBRB).

In order to understand this story, a reader has to keep

track of the CEhanging) belief apace organization, marking

beliefs as held by rooster, fox, dog, or reader. Since'a belief

can be about a belief, the reader also has to place each belief

in appropriate embedded spaces, say, the rooster's beliefs about

the fox's beliefs about the rooster's beliefs (RBFBRB). Such

ongoing auditing of beliefs is more than just an interesting

. game that occurs during reading; in many cases it is the very

foundation for understanding the essence of the story.

Author-Reader-Character

Things are 'never as simple as they seem. We have been

discussing "The Fox and the Rooster" as if there were only one

,possible interpretation -- as if all readers reach the same

c
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conclusions and as if the author were simply.reporting the

l'facts" about an event. There are, in fact, no "facts" in a

story. Instead, we have sentetnces produced by an author that

are used by a particular reader to manufaCture a model of /

events, a model thet includes models presumably manufactured by

the characters. The reader also must consider that the story is

a directed. set of events; the author is actively choosing what

to say and when to say it. Thus we need to consider the belief-
\

spaces.of the implied author and of the implied reader.as well

. es those of the characters.

Onelconsequence of the expanded view which includes .implipd

author and tnpfied reader is that different interpretations of

the same story cian be more easily compared. For exAmple, in

"The Fox and the Rooster," many people (especially, but not
1

exclusively, very young ones) arrive at a radically different

interpretation from the one presented above. They see the

rooster as the fool who survives through chance. As one ten

year old said, "Roosters are dumb animalsi They have pointed

heads." It is as if she could imagine the rooster chiding the

dog, "You shouldn't have bitten nice Mr. Fox. He was inviting

us to breakfast."

In terms of our interacting plans analyses the choice

between the two interpretaticns 9f the story appears to hinge on

a single belief. This critical belief is that the reader
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believes that the rooster believes that foxes like to eat

roosters and that the rooster uses this belief in concoc;ing his

plan. Without the critical belief, one could easily arrive at

the "dumb rooster" theorrabout the story, a theory which leads

to major differences in the perceived*story (although not in the

tree structure that would come from a ntory grammar analysis).

The diagram of the rooster's beliefs under the dumb rooster

interpretation is not the complex structure shown. in Figure 1,'

but simply the structure of, coinciding mutual belief.

Differences aTong readers in thatir critical beliefs may

arise from differing literary experiences on from general,

cultural differences. We found ia protocol analyses of children

reading "The Fox and the Rooster" that their experience with

Mil about foxes affected the way they interpreted the story.

This merely corroborates some more general findings about

cross-cultural differences in text comkehension (Bartlett,

1932;. Steffensen, Jogdeo, & Anderson, 1978; Kintsch & Greene,

1978).

Limitations

The notation system presented here has some inherent

limitations. For one, while it is straightforward to represent

elaborate interactions between any two characters, it is not

easy to represent three-way (or greater) way interactions
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clearly; Another liiitation involves changes in beliefs,as the

story proceeds. In many cases, one can either assume that

important beliefs do not ctange during the course vf the story,
%

or else pick a point An the story, say, just before a climax,

and analyze the story at that point. Otherwlse, a set of belief

space representations,is needed, one for each point in time.

'This can become quite cuMbersomev .Also, the representations

shoWthe full result Of planning, but only a sketch of.the

process of planning. For a single.character plan a

.representation of the step's of planning is.neither serious nor

problematical. For social plans, however, we need to.have a

w better way of capturing the dynamics involved in the creation

and maintenance of a social reality.

Another point to remember is that a single interacting

plans diagram represents only one interpretation of a story. To

compare alternative interpretatons, we need separate complete

diagrams, and, of course, we can,never be sure that a different

critical belief would not lead to yet another interpretation.

Also, some stories may achieve their effect by deliberate

ambiguity in the interactions among the characters.

A final caution concerns the relationitip 'of an interacting

plans analysis to literary analysis in general.Mhile the

approach outlined in this paper contributes to an understanding

of structural and plot-like aspects of a story, it has little to
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day abOut numeto6s other Aspects,.such as theme, allegory,

rhythm, irony, character .development, aril the like. A

limitation of this sort is"important to keep in mind as a

restriction on any analysi4 of structure or character's plans.

One can tope, however, that by making explicit the

belief-embedded nature of plans that we may more easily link a

structural analysis to othet acoounts of a story.

COh011isiOn

This paper presents a way to analyze stories that is

concerned with (1) the structures that relate actions,

.utterances, and thoughts of characters, (2) the.plans of

characters that pay be inferred from their actions, and (3) the

social and subjective aspect's of those plans. By empha-izing

the roles of beliefs and interactions among plans, this approach

gives a richer and more direct account of,story structure than

one could obtainoby either a purely structural account or a

consideration of.Ouple plans.

Pne might well ask Whether the interacting plans approach

is then a way to study stories or a way .to study story

understanding. I would argue that with respect to interacting

plans such a distinction is at best tenuous. The processes that

a story analyzer needs to engage in happen to be a subset of

those that any reader needs to do. Any reader needs-to build a

.71
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,

:model of the plans of characters ;as they exist in the belief

spaces of the chaisacters. This model building .may not be

conscious, or as -e4plicit as ye have made it here, but in order

to say, "The rooster fooled the fox," the reader must qonstruct

a rich model of the fox's and the rooster's beliefs about each.

others' plans and beliefs. Interacting plans analysis is
t..

therefore the reader's guide, as well as ours, to understanding

the. structure of a story.

4
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